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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report evaluates China's compliance with the Convention Against Tortue and Other
Cruel, lnhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (Torture Convention)r with respect to
Tibet. It concludes that China continues to engage in widespread and systematic violations of
the Tofrre Convention in Tibet. China has also failed to make genuine progress in the areas ol
concern noted by this Committee in its 1996 Concluding Observations.?

The report first appraises China's compliance with the central provisions of the Torture
Convention. Notwithstanding the entry into force of China's revised Criminal Code and

Criminal Procedure Law,3 police, prison guards, and other security officials routinely torture
Tibetan detainees, particularly those held for political crimes.o In practice, most ofthese
perpetrators enjoy impunity for their acts. The widespread use oftorture in Tibet is corroborated
by numerous reports based on interviews with Tibetan refugees who suffered torture.

China's submission exhaustively sets forth purported legislative improvements enacted

by its 1997 revisions to the Chinese Criminal Code and Criminal Procedure Law of1979. These
amendments, however, remain inadequate to deter, punish and redress acts oftorture. More
critically, China's focus on nominal legislative change betrays its tacit recognition that the
practical reality in Tibet remains largely unchanged: torture continues to be an instrument of state

control in Tibet, and Tibet's lack of a genuinely independent judiciary facilitates the ongoing
commission of, and impunity for, acts in violation of the Torture Convention. Although China's
new criminal laws represent potentially impoftant steps towards fulfil1ing its obligations under
the Torture Convention, "these amendments do not yet appear to have had any impact on the
legal orjudicial procedures relating to political 'crime' and imprisonment in Tibet."s

China's Third Periodic Repod also fails to address the possibility of withdrawing its
reservation to article 20 of the Torture Convention or recognizing this Committee's competence,
under articles 21 atd22, to receive communications from, respectively, other states party and
individuals who claim to be victims of torture. This is consistent with China's persistent
attempts to preclude international scrutiny of its human rights record in Tibet. China absolutely
forbids human rights monitoring in Tibet and prohibits access to prisons even by humanitarian
agencies, such as the Intemational Committee of the Red Cross.

The report concludes with recommendations for ameliorating the circumstances that
permit the pervasive use of torture in Tibet. In particular, it urges this Committee to recommend
that china provide independent human rights monitors with access to prisons and detention
centers in Tibet where torture occurs, enhance the human rights training of its judicial officers
and securiry personnel, and strengthen mechanisms to promote accountabiiity and punishment
for officials who perpetrate acts oftorture.



I. INTRODUCTION

The Tibetan Govemment In Exile (TGIE) is honored to submit this report to the
Committee Against Torture. Our report provides additional data to facilitate the Committee's
appraisal of China's compliance with the Torture Convention relative to Tibet. In it, we
emphasize the special circumstances that render Tibetans particularly susceptible to torture.

Tibet consists of three provinces: U-Tsang, Kham and Amdo. The Chinese Communist
authorities subdivided our country into eight "autonomous" regions in order to break up our
country and facilitate control of our people. Amdo and most of Kham have been incorporated
into neighboring Qinghai, Gansu, Sichuan aad Yunnan provinces. The Chinese authorities
consider only U-Tsang and parts of westem Kham to be Tibet, referring to this portion as the
Tibet Autonomous Region (TAR). We refer to the whole of Tibet as it is known and recognized
by our govemment and the people of Tibet.

TGIE urges the Committee to consider the widespread and systematic use of torture in
Tibet in the context ofChina's illegal invasion of Tibet in 1949, its division ofhistorical Tibetan
territory, and its failure to accord Tibetans their right to self-determination. Extensive studies by
the Intemational Commission of Jurists (ICJ), and a number of preeminent intemational legal
scholars affirm that Tibet was a sovereign nation when the People's Liberation Army of China
invaded in 1949.6 This act of aggression therefore violated intemational law, and Tibet currently
remaits a de jure state under illegal foreign occupation.l

The people ofTibet have struggled against the illegal occupation ofour country since the
invasion by the People's Republic of China in 1949. By 1979, more than 1.2 million brave
Tibetans had died as a direct result ofthis occupation. Now, over fifty years have passed since
our people fell under foreign rule.

Torture Convention violations in Tibet almost invariably represent China's continuing
use of torture as an instrument of political control. Tibetans tkoughout Tibet remain at a special
risk oftorture for expressing political dissent and, in particular, for attempting to exercise their
right as a people to self-determination.s We ask the Committee to recall that the United Nations
General Assembly has recognized the Tibetan people's right to self-determination.' TGIE
therefore urges the Committee to give full legal weight to the Tibetan people's right to self-
determination as it assesses China's compliance with the Torture Convention in occupied Tibet.
China's failure to honor this right is a principal cause of the high incidence of torture in Tibet.

Our govemment is aware of the most important work of this Committee. We, and

Tibetan non-governmental organizations, have taken very seriously our obligations to help

Tibetan political prisoners and victims oftorture and to provide information useful for your

work. Please know that these groups and others stand ready to provide any additional
information you may request. The Tibetan Government in Exile, its Supreme Justice

Commission and the Tibetan Parliament in Exile, are also prepared to provide any further
information or assistance to you.



II. VIOLATIONS OF THE CONVENTION AGAINST TORTURE

A. China Has Failed To Ban All Forms Of Torture

Torture denotes "any act by which severe pain or suffering, whether physical or mental, is
intentionally inflicted on a person . when such pain or suffering is inflicted by or at the
instigation ofor with the consent or acquiescence of a public offrcial or other person acting in an

official capacity."'o The Torhre Convention obliges each state party to integrate this definition of
torture into its criminal law.rr But in 1996, this Committee noted with concern China's "failure to
incorporate the crime of torture into [its] domestic legal system."r'?

In its Third Periodic Report, China contends that it redressed this deficiency through
Chapters IV (Crimes of Infringing Upon the Rights of the Person and the Democratic Rights of
Citizens) and VIII (Graft and Bribery) of its revised Criminal Law of 199'7.t3 The sole express

reference to torture, however, is article 247, which prohibits only judicial officers from extorting
confessions by torture.ra Article 248 adds that "supervisory and management personnel of
prisons, detention centers, and othff guard houses who beat or physically abuse their inmates, if
the case is serious, are to be sentenced to tfuee years or fewer in prison or put under criminal
detention."r5 Neither of these articles comes close to meeting China's obligation to ban all forms
of torture.

First, article 247 , only prohlbits torture to extort confessions. No article of China's
revised Criminal Code prohibits the use oftorture to "punish, intimidate or coerce," as

international law requires.ru This is particularly important in Tibet, where torture is used often to
punish and terrorize Tibetans. Arlicle 247 also only applies to judicial officers, leaving many
torturers untouched.

Article 248 is also flawed. It only addresses "serious" cases, but no indication is given
as to what is meant by a "serious" case.'7 Moreover, arlicle 248 only applies to "supervisory and
management personnel," leaving open whether the law covers staff guards, and whether
supervisors and managers will be held responsible for torture they condone committed by guards.

Finally, the iaw prohibits only physical abuse. No provision prohibits psychological
torture, a particularly significant omission in view of China's documented use ofsolitary
confinement to punish prisoners who refuse to submit to "reeducation" and "reform."'8 Tibet
Information Network (TIN) recently noted the emergence in Tibetan prisons of "long-term
isolation . as an altemative to sentence extensions for punishing political prisoners who re-
offend by staging further protests in prison."'e While regulations technically limit solitary
confinement to 15 days, in practice these limits are frequently ignored.2o For instance, Jamdron
and Nyima, two nuns involved in the 1997 protest in Drapchi prison at the Tibetan New year,
were placed in solitary confinement for a period of at least 1 5 months.2r

Other acts ofpsychological torture are aimed especially at monks and nuns. These
include abusing their religious beliefs and their faith in His Holiness the Dalai Lama, forcing
them to disrobe in front ofeach other, and forcing them to drink urine.r, victims also report



sleep and light deprivation, and exposure to loud noises.'?3 There is an increasing trend towards
more psychological forms of torture.'o

All ofthe other provisions that China cites are merely "relevant to combating torture."25
They together fall significantly short of the Tortue Convention's requirement that states
proscribe a// acts of torture and punish these violations with penalties that reflect their grave
nature.26

B. Chinese Authorities Rarelv Prosecute Torturers

Article 12 of the Torture Convention requires "prompt and impartial investigation,
wherever there is reasonable gound to believe that an act of tortue has been committed.""
China's Third Periodic Report emphasizes that officials who commit torture now face enhanced
punitive measures2s and that torture is "a criminal behaviour subj ect to investigation and
prosecution."ze Yet even where authonties discover the limited forms oftorture that are
proscribed by China's revised criminal law, the standards goveming its investigation and
prosecution stipulate that only certain cases should be pursued. Examples include where the
torturer was "giving vent to personal spite," "using tortue repeatedly against one person or more
than one person," or "employing very cruel means and thus creating a widely notorious impact .

. .":o By law, then, only a small subset of even those acts that do fall within the narrow scope
ofChina's legal definition of torture merit investigation and prosecution. This deficiency
clearly violates the Convention.

In practice, the number of investigated cases may be even smaller. In its 1997 study, for
example, the ICJ did not discover a single instance of a TAR official "prosecuted in connection
with allegations of torh:re."3r While this Committee noted with approval in 1996 that China had
provided evidenee of"police officials prosecuted and convicted for acts oftorture in China,
including Tibet,'" TGIE emphasizes that China's i996 report indicated only oza prosecution in
Tibet: Qiongda, police chief of Kyriong, was convicted for torturing a Tibetan woman, Danzhen
Wangmu, while she was detained in January 1995. According to newspaper reports, Danzhen
Wangmu suffered "injuries to the legs, buttocks, and wrists" that required 65 days ofhospital
treatment.! Qiongda was sentenced to two years in prison, but his sentence was suspended for
three years.3o TGIE urges this Committee to seek clarification regarding Ms. Wangmu's present
medical condition and to inquire whether Qiongda has begun to serve his prison sentence. In
addition, TGIE requests the Committee to ascertain which, ifany, of the reported cases of
prosecution that China cites in the report under consideration involved Tibetans.r5

C. Torture Remains A Common Practice Against Tibetan Prisoners

The single example ofprosecution for acts oftorture in Tibet stands in stark contrast to

the overwhelming number of reported cases.'u Torture and maltreatment remain the norm for
political detainees in Tibet.s? According to a 1997 report by Physicians for Human Rights
(PHR), 94 percent of interviewees who had been detained for political activities also suffered

torture.r8 Even among non-political detainees, torture is far fiom unconrmon. Fifty-eight percent

of Tibetan torture victims whom PHR interviewed had been detained for non-political, and often



A disturbing variety oftorture techniques employed in Tibetan prisons and detention
centers has been documented since 1996. Some of the most common are electric shocks

delivered by cattle prods to the genitals, mouth, eyes, and other sensitive areas;42 beatings with
"metal rods, sticks, pistols or rifle butts, plastic hoses filled with sand, [and] pieces of
fumiture;"43 exposue to extreme heat or cold; and aerial suspension or restraint by rope in
painful positions.oo Other documented torture techniques include starvation, forcing victims to
stare at the sun for prolonged periods, attacks by ferocious trained dogs, and sexual assaults, as

well as psychological tortures, such as mock executions, forcing victims to witness others being
tortured, urinating in victims' mouths, prolonged solitary confinement, and death threats.'s

Tibetaas typically suffer acts oftorture at two stages in the process ofdetention, arrest,

adjudication, and sentencing: first, during the pretrial (or pre-"administrative disposition") period
of detention, which can range from two to six months; and second, while sewing time in Tibet's
prisons and "reeducation through labor" camps, or laojiao.a6 Many ofthe most egregious acts of
torture occur during the former period, in which, despite article 247 ofChina's revised criminal
law, interrogations in an eflort to elicit confessions routinely involve torture.aT "Before they are

formally 'arrested,"' Jane Caple of TIN noted in her recent study of torture in Tibet, "prisoners
generally undergo intense interrogation to secure confessions to be used during their trial . .

Tibetan suspects typically spend between two and six months in detention before
receiving a sentence, which (apparently at the discretion of the authorities) may be delivered
through either "administrative" or'Judicial" channels.oe It is during this period ofinterrogation
that they are at the highest risk oftorture, for "[t]orhrre is applied to exfact confessions and to
force prisoners to reveal the names ofaccomplices, organisations or foreign associates."50
Reports indicate that the People's Armed Police (a branch of the military), the public security
Bureau (the local police), and, at times, even members ofthe procuracy (a prosecutorial agency)
and the judiciary employ tortue to elicit confessions and coerce information from administratrve
detainees.5r TIN's recent study of political imprisonment in Tibet affirms that'.[f]ood and
sometimes water are withheld at the initial stage of detention or during interrogation. Episodes
ofbeating, shocking and painful binding are frequently repeated during interrogation and are
linked to the detainee providing a satisfactory ,confession,."52

Virtually all Tibetan political detainees face torture prior to trial or administrative
disposition. According to the ICJ, one porice officer fiom a county in the Tibetan region of

trivial, reasons, such as arguing with Chinese shopkeepers, neighbors or government officials.t'
TIN noted recently that "China's new legislation prohibiting torture and other excesses, either for
punitive or coercive reasons, has yet to mitigate the environment of maltreatment in Tibetan
prisons and jails.'-o Nor, apparently, has it mitigated the impunity with which torturers in Tibet
operate. To the contrary, despite the amendments that China cites in its Third Periodic Report,
the observation of Committee Member Mr. Bums, Country Rapporteur on China, dunng this
Committee's 1996 appraisal ofChina's Second Periodic Report, continues to captue the
practical reality in Tibet: "Regardless of the rules lormally in force," he noted, "de facto
impunity did seem to exist for perpetrators of acts of torture



Amdo testified that *l00yo ofdetainees are torhrred," and "Amdo Sangye, a former judge ofthe
Qinghai High Court in Xining, told the ICJ that 'not a single case came to the court in which the
defendant [was] not beaten by the police, and when the defendant is a Tibetan political prisoner,
the beating is much worse."53 Caple's recent report recounts the example ofYungdrug, a25-year
old artist apprehended without charge for painting portraits of the Dalai Lama. Yungdrug
suffered torture while detained for 58 days at the Gutsa detention centre. Upon release, he was
discovered in a public toilet in a severe state ofshock.sa Recent research conducted by the
Intemational Committee of Lawyers for Tibet suggests that, despite their age, children suffer
similar treatment.5s One interviewee, for example, a 12-year-old girl who was detained at a local
police station for carrying a friend's religious writings to her home town of Lhokga, described
being beaten with sticks and shocked with cattle prods during interrogation.s6

Tibetans also suffer torture while serving sentences in China's prisons and "reform
through labor" camps. Routine forms of torture in prison include hard labor, the forced
exhaction ofblood,5T inadequate and unhygienic food and water, and "forced exertion."
According to TIN, "forced exertion" has now been systematically imposed at Drapchi and

Trisam, where many Tibetan political prisoners serve their sentences:s8

[V]irtually all political prisoners except the very old or infirm must particjpate.
In two daily shifts ofthree hours each, PAP fPeople's Armed Police] personnel

conduct what they refer to as "taining." Prisoners, usually in a weakened and
unhealthy state, are overtaxed by the martial regimen- Collapse is reportedly
common and an attempt by one prisoner to aid another will lead to a beating.5'

These forms of tortwe apply generally to all detainees. But prison personnel at times single out
Tibetan monks and nuns for forms ofpsychological torture designed to humiliate and degrade
them on the basis of their religious beliefs. Some, for example, described being forced to carry
human feces on their backs oyer a thankn (a sacred Tibetan religious painting).60 41d nuns, in
particular, suffer rape and sexual abuse intended to cause severe psychological trauma.ur

Tibetans who express political dissent in prison - for example, support for the Dalai
Lama, demands for independence and improved human rights, or the recital of Tibetan
nationalist slogans - also suffer torture and abuse. "Without any known exception, punishment
for prison protest has included sustained or repeated beating, electric shocks and solitary
confrnement."6z This is particularly troubling in view ofthe recent nse in prison demonstrations,
particularly in Drapchi.6s This escalation ofprotests, in tum, is largely attributable to "prisoners'

feelings of fiustration, anger and resentment as prison authorities step up attempts to compel

them to abandon and denounce the beliefs which motivated them to carry out the protests which

eamed them imprisonment in the first place."@ China's suppression of the Tibetan people's right

to self-determination - here manifest in its avowed policy of "reforming" Tibetan political

prisoners - thus directly motivates the protests to which security and military personnel respond

systematically with acts that violate the Torture Convention.



D. Torture Is Increasingly Leading To Deaths Of Tibetan Prisoners

Reports since 1996 have also documented a disturbing rise in the number ofTibetans
who have died as a result of tortue inflicted on them while in detention.65 Based solely upon data
that evinces a direct link between abuses in detention and subsequent death, TIN found that 32
political detainees died fiom maltreatment since September 1997.66

Jampel Thinley, a monk detained for plastering "counter-revolutionary" posters on a
monastery, died four hours after his release. By his own account, he suffered nine days of
tortue during which time he received neither food nor water.uT Yeshe Samten, who served a two
year "reeducation through labor" sentence for his alleged role in the 1996 upheavals at Ganden
monastery, suffered beatings both at Trisam and, prior to sentencing, at the Gutsa PSB (Public
Security Bureau) Detention Centre. "By the end ofhis sentence, he was unable to walk without
crutches and he died six days after his release."68

On May 1, 1998, after Tibetan prisoners at Drapchi received word that a Euopean Union
delegation would visit shortly, prisoners demonstrated and shouted slogans in support olan
independent Tibet and the Dalai Lama. Those who participated suffered beatings. After some

took part in a subsequent protest on May 4, they were subjected to severe torture that caused the

death olat least five nuns ard three monks.6e lThis incident, brought to the attention ofthe EU
delegation by TIN after its visit, led U.N. High Commissioner for Human Rights Mary
Robinson to decline a visit to Drapchi prison during her September 1998 visit due to her concem
about the potential repercussions for prisoners.T0)

TIN estimates that 1 of every 20 female and I of every 40 male detainees in Drapchi will
not survive the consequences of imprisonment. At least ten prisoners died at Drapchi during
1998.7' These figures, moreover, are likely uaderinclusive, since standard practice is to release
or hospitalize tortured prisoners who appear close to death in an effort to insulate prison
authorities fiom blame.7z "When a political prisoner dies," Caple notes, "the official line usually
taken is that the individual committed suicide or that they had a serious medical condition
umelated to prison conditions. There is also evidence of the coercion of family members to
certif,/ that death was caused by suicide."'3

Inquiries about deaths in custody have yielded either denial of the prisoners' existence or
oltheir death.'a Tashi rsering, for example, who was arrested after an aborted attempt to raise
the Tibetan national flag at Potala Square during the Minonty Games held in Lhasa on August
26, 1999' had his head smashed into ground, causing severe inj uries to his skull. Afterhis death
at a police hospital was documented in early october, Xu Mingyang, executive vice-chairman of
the TAR, claimed that Tashi Tsering "is still alive and has confessed all his criminal activities,
showing a willingness to correct himself."75 But, to date, china has provided no evidence that
Tashi rsering remains alive or of his present condition. we request that the committee ask
China to provide evidence ofhis present condition.



The Absence OfAn Independent Judiciary And Due Process Safeguards
Contribute To Torture Against Tibetans

The absence ofan independent judiciary and China's failure to protect Tibetans' legal
rights to a fair process contribute significantly to the continuing pervasiveness of torture in Tibet
The Committee emphasized in 1996 that administrative detention often leads to violations of the
Torture Convention because the vast majority of acts of tortue worldwide occur during this
period.76 China's Third Periodic Report asserts that the revised Criminal Procedure Law of 1997
provides for "[a]bolition ofthe system ofdetention for interrogation."" This claim, if verified,
would indeed reflect significant progress. But it appears that China's previous criminal
procedure, which permitted adminisfiative "shelter and investigation," has merely been replaced
by anew form of "judicial" administrative detention.T8 Under the amended Criminal Procedure
Law, suspects still may be detained for 44 days before formal arrest.Te In practice, this period is
often extended. Extensions are authorized legally for "major and complicated cases," as well as

for cases "involving a broad spectrum of crimes for which evidence is difficult to obtain."8n

With respect to the independence of the judiciary, the letter of the law diverges
substantially from documented practice. For example, China details several recent steps towards
improving the education and training of the judiciary. It now publishes and distributes tojudges
a pamphlet detailing the "13 barured practices," including the extortion ofconfessions by torture.
It has also "initiated a nationwide campaign of education and rectification . . with a view to
establishing a team ofjudicial personnel who are fair, decent, professionally competent and
strictly disciplined"" The U.S. State Department noted, however, that most judges in Tibet still
have "little or no legal training."82 Judges generally must be nominated by the Chinese
Communist Party (CCP), which then supervises their work and is empowered to intervene in
"sensitive cases, especially those of a political nature. ."" Similarly, while China claims that
opens trials are institutionalized in Tibet,8a in fact, court appearances, ilany, are briefand,
particularly for suspects accused of crimes against "state security," held in closed proceedings.8s

In 41 percent of 1600 cases that TIN analyzed, Tibetan political prisoners received no legal
process (i.e., neither "administrative" nor 'Judicial") at all.86 The stipulated right of appeal is

likewise purely nominal. 'No Tibetan is yet known to have mounted a successful defence

against any politically nuanced charge, nor is an appeal against conviction known to have been

successful."E?

III. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Torture remains a widespread and systematic instrument of Chinese political represston

in Tibet. Due to the overwheiming number of Tibetan refugees arriving in Nepal and India who

have been victims of torture (and continue to suffer its traumatic psychological and physical

effects), TGIE in 1995 established a Torture victim's Rehabilitation centre in Dharamsala,

under ihe supervision of the TGIE Department of Health. The Centre provides medical and

psychological reatment and social support for victims oftorture. It also trains health personnel

in tta 
"*il" 

settlements on how to care for torture victims. The Centre will remain at the

Committee's disposal to provide further information on Tibetan torture victims'

E.



The "special environment that exists in Tibet," in particular its status as a de facto colony
of China and the ongoing denial of the Tibetan people's right to self-determination, creates
conditions that place Tibetans at grave risk of tortue. TGIE therefore urges the Committee to
scrutinize China's compliance with the Torhre Convention with particular attention to Tibet and
submits the following recommendations for its consideration in order to end the use of torture in
Tibet:

China should withdmw its reservation to article 20 ofthe Torture Convention and permit
the Committee to investigate the widespread allegations of torture in Tibet, including,
should this Committee deem it necessary, by a visit to Tibet;

China should amend its laws to incorporate explicitly the Convention's definition of
torture and clearly ban all forms oftorture, for any reason, nolwithstanding any other
provision of Chinese law.

China should establish strict and clear rules and procedures for the investigation and
prosecution of the crime of torture to ensure that all persons who commit torture are

prosecuted and punished.

China should permit outside assistance in training its police, prison, and security officials,
as well as for enhancing the legal training and sensitivity of the judiciary;

China should recognize this Committee's competence, under articles 2l and22,to
receive communications from other states parry and individuals alleging violations of the
Torture Convention;

China should allow independent human rights monitors access to Chinese prisons and
detention centers in Tibet, where they can speak privately with detainees to ascertain the
conditions and report on the incidence oftorture;

China should promote the independence of the judiciary by delinking nomination and
oversight ofjudges from the political control of the Chinese Communist party;

china should amend its criminal procedure law to ensure that all suspects, particularly
those accused of "political" crimes, receive prompt and competent legal representation
flom the moment of their apprehension;

china should abolish administrative detention without charge, regardless of evidentiary
difficulties or the "complex" nature ofcertain cases;

china should abolish the administrative punishment of "reeducation through rabor,,,
which permits officials to sentence people to labor camps for up to three years withoutthe possibility ofjudicial review;



China should provide detailed information on the use ofthe death penalty in Tibet,
separated fiom general statistics on the use of the death penalty in China.

China should contribute funds to the United Nations Voluntary Fund for Torture Victims.

China should publicize the Convention in Tibet through various education programs

China should publish the Committee's Concluding Observations in Tibet in both the

Tibetan and Chinese languages.

China should enter into direct negotiations without preconditions with His Holiness the
Dalai Lama and the Tibetan Government in Exile to reach an amicable and peaceful
solution to the Tibetan question and to protect and promote the rights of the Tibetan
people.88

We aiso request that the Committee consider undertaking the following initiatives within
the United Nations system:

In light of the unique situation ofTibet and the credible allegations ofviolations in all
areas of human rights protections, the Committee should consider requesting the
reporting bodies established under treaties to which China is a State Party to organtze a

special task force on Tibet.

The Committee should invite the Special Rapporteur on Torture to participate in the
Committee's deliberations on China's Third Periodic Report.
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